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SUMMARY

Two-component signal transduction systems are the
predominant means by which bacteria sense and
respond to environmental stimuli. Bacteria often
employ tens or hundreds of these paralogous signal-
ing systems, comprised of histidine kinases (HKs) and
their cognate response regulators (RRs). Faithful
transmission of information through these signaling
pathways and avoidance of detrimental crosstalk de-
mand exquisite specificity of HK-RR interactions. To
identify the determinants of two-component signaling
specificity, we examined patterns of amino acid co-
evolution in large, multiple sequence alignments of
cognate kinase-regulator pairs. Guided by these re-
sults, we demonstrate that a subset of the coevolving
residues is sufficient, when mutated, to completely
switch the substrate specificity of the kinase EnvZ.
Our results shed light on the basis of molecular dis-
crimination in two-component signaling pathways,
provide a general approach for the rational rewiring
of these pathways, and suggest that analyses of
coevolution may facilitate the reprogramming of other
signaling systems and protein-protein interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Genome-sequencing projects have revealed that most organ-

isms contain large expansions of a relatively small number of sig-

naling families. For instance, the human genome contains large,

paralogous families of MAP kinases, receptor tyrosine kinases,

and TGF-b receptors (Manning et al., 2002). These expansions

have enabled organisms to rapidly diversify their information-

processing capabilities without having to invent new signaling

modalities. However, the expansion of a family of signaling pro-

teins comes at a cost — cells must somehow maintain the spec-

ificity of distinct pathways and avoid unwanted crosstalk. Cells

use a variety of mechanisms to enforce the specificity of related,

but distinct, signaling pathways (Schwartz and Madhani, 2004;
Ubersax and Ferrell, 2007). In some cases, spatial mechanisms

such as scaffolds and subcellular localization, or tissue-specific

expression in multicellular organisms, can help to impose spec-

ificity. Differential timing of expression can also prevent cross-

talk. In many cases, however, the primary means of ensuring

specificity resides at the level of molecular recognition (Newman

and Keating, 2003; Skerker et al., 2005; Stiffler et al., 2007; Zar-

rinpar et al., 2003). However, identifying the amino acids respon-

sible for such molecular-level discrimination is difficult. For sig-

naling pathways, the structure of a kinase-substrate complex

can help, but it is often insufficient in pinpointing the specificity

determinants. Moreover, structures of signaling complexes are

often not available or are difficult to produce given the transient

nature of the interaction. Alanine-scanning mutagenesis can

identify residues important for a given kinase-substrate interac-

tion, but this approach does not differentiate between residues

necessary for catalysis and those determining substrate selec-

tivity. In short, better methods and approaches for mapping

specificity determinants in signaling proteins are needed.

A complete understanding of kinase-substrate interaction

specificity ultimately demands the successful, rational redesign

of a kinase’s specificity. Previous efforts in this direction have

mainly involved domain swapping (Levskaya et al., 2005;

Perraud et al., 1998; Utsumi et al., 1989), a relatively gross per-

turbation that does not yield detailed insight into kinase specific-

ity and substrate selectivity. The rational redesign of a protein

kinase thus remains a major challenge. In fact, there are still

only a few cases in which the specificity of any protein-protein

interaction has been completely redesigned in a systematic,

generalizable way (reviewed by Kortemme and Baker, 2004).

In bacteria, the predominant family of signaling proteins is the

two-component signal transduction system (Stock et al., 2000).

These signaling pathways typically consist of a sensor histidine

kinase (HK) that autophosphorylates and then transfers the

phosphoryl group to a cognate response regulator (RR) that

can effect changes in cellular physiology or behavior, often by

changing gene expression (Figure 1A). These signaling systems

are found in nearly all bacteria, with most species containing

20–30 HK-RR pairs and some containing as many as 200–300.

Most histidine kinases have one or two cognate response regula-

tors, and there appears to be minimal crosstalk between different
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pathways (reviewed by Laub and Goulian, 2007). Understanding

how a single bacterial cell coordinates many highly related signal-

ing pathways and prevents crosstalk remains a major challenge.

Two-component signaling represents an excellent system for

probing the molecular basis of specificity in a large, paralogous

Figure 1. Mutual Information Analysis of

Two-Component Signal Transduction Pro-

teins

(A) Schematic of the two-component signaling

paradigm. Receipt of a signal stimulates auto-

phosphorylation of a histidine kinase (HK). The

phosphoryl group is subsequently passed to

a cognate response regulator (RR), which can

trigger changes in gene expression or other phys-

iological processes.

(B) Identification of covarying residues in histidine

kinases and response regulators. Cognate operon

pairs of histidine kinases and response regulators

were concatenated and aligned. Using this multi-

ple sequence alignment, every pair of positions

was examined for covariation by using an analysis

of mutual information. The matrix of scores for

each pair of positions in the alignment is plotted

as a heatmap, according to the color legend

shown. Positions within the alignment corre-

sponding to the histidine kinase and the response

regulator are indicated.

(C) Histogram of interprotein (HK-RR) mutual

information scores from (B).

(D) The pairings of histidine kinases and response

regulators from (B) were randomized, and the

mutual information analysis was repeated. The

heatmap of scores shows that the randomization

process reduces interprotein, but not intraprotein

(HK-HK, RR-RR), covariation.

(E) Histogram of interprotein mutual information

scores for the alignment in which HK-RR pairings

were scrambled.

(F) For the multiple sequence alignment containing

cognate HK-RR pairs, the graph indicates the

pairs of amino acids with scores > 0.35. Regions

of the alignment corresponding to the histidine

kinase and response regulator as well as the two

histidine kinase domains, the dimerization and

histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain, and the

catalytic and ATP-binding (CA) domain are

indicated (see [A]).

signaling family. First, both histidine

kinases and response regulators are

easily identified in sequenced bacterial

genomes, in contrast to eukaryotes, in

which the identification of kinase sub-

strates is difficult and incomplete. Sec-

ond, with respect to phosphotransfer,

histidine kinases are known to exhibit

a large kinetic preference in vitro for their

in vivo cognate response regulators rela-

tive to all other response regulators

(Fisher et al., 1996; Grimshaw et al.,

1998; Skerker et al., 2005). That is, a histidine kinase has an in-

trinsic ability to recognize its cognate substrate, to the exclusion

of all other response regulators. This finding indicates that

cellular context is not crucial, and that the basis of specificity,

molecular recognition, can be dissected in vitro.
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Structural and mutagenesis studies have helped identify resi-

dues necessary for catalyzing phosphotransfer and for the bind-

ing of cognate two-component signaling proteins (Janiak-Spens

and West, 2000; Jiang et al., 1999; Qin et al., 2003), but the amino

acids that dictate the specificity of interaction have remained

elusive. It remains a challenge to rationally ‘‘rewire’’ the specific-

ity of a histidine kinase by introducing mutations that change

substrate selection without disrupting function. Computational

approaches to specificity in two-component pathways have

been described (Li et al., 2003; White et al., 2007), but these

methods have identified different sets of residues, and experi-

mental verification of their effect on specificity is lacking. Here,

to identify specificity determinants, we have examined patterns

of amino acid coevolution between histidine kinases and their

cognate response regulators. Using chimeric and mutant pro-

teins, we provide evidence that a subset of the coevolving amino

acids determines the substrate specificity of a histidine kinase,

enabling a rational rewiring of two-component signaling path-

ways both in vitro and in vivo.

RESULTS

Computational Identification of Putative
Specificity-Determining Residues
As specificity in two-component signaling systems relies on the

precise molecular recognition between cognate pairs, a set of

amino acids must exist that confers specificity on the interaction.

To identify these specificity-determining residues, we searched

for amino acids in cognate HK-RR pairs whose identities covary.

This approach was based on the notion that, during the course of

evolution, any mutation in a specificity-determining residue of

one molecule presumably must either revert or be compensated

for by a secondary mutation in the cognate molecule that main-

tains the interaction. This type of approach has been used previ-

ously to identify amino acids that interact within proteins (Atchley

et al., 2000; Buck and Atchley, 2005; Socolich et al., 2005). To

identify covarying amino acids between two-component pro-

teins, we took advantage of the fact that histidine kinases and re-

sponse regulators encoded in the same operon typically interact

with one another in an exclusive, one-to-one fashion (Skerker

et al., 2005). Using nearly 200 sequenced bacterial genomes,

we identified nearly 1300 HK-RR pairs. These cognate pairs

were concatenated and treated as a single sequence and were

then aligned. To identify positions in this multiple sequence

alignment that covary, we calculated the mutual information be-

tween each pair of sites (Atchley et al., 2000; Fodor and Aldrich,

2004) (Figures 1B and 1C). Mutual information at two sites, X and

Y, in an alignment is defined as

Xn

j = 1

Xm

k = 1

pjk log
pjk

pjqk

; (1)

where column X has n different residues, column Y has m dif-

ferent residues, pj is the probability of residue j in column X, qk

is the probability of residue k in column Y, and pjk is the number

of sequences with residue j in column X and residue k in column

Y divided by the total number of sequences (Atchley et al., 2000;

Fodor and Aldrich, 2004). To estimate the background noise of
the mutual information values due to sampling bias, we random-

ized the HK-RR pairings and again measured mutual information

between each pair of sites. This randomization did not affect the

scores of intramolecular residue pairs, but it caused the scores

for all intermolecular pairs to fall well below 0.35 (Figures 1D

and 1E). By contrast, in the original alignment that retains natural

HK-RR pairings, there were 43 pairs of residues with intermolec-

ular mutual information scores greater than 0.35 (Figures 1C and

1E). As residues in one molecule often covaried with multiple

residues in the other molecule, these 43 pairs involve only 28

residues in total, 16 within the histidine kinase and 12 within

the response regulator (Figure 1F).

Histidine kinases always include two domains: a dimerization

and histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain that contains the

phosphorylatable histidine, and a catalytic and ATP-binding

(CA) domain that catalyzes autophosphorylation (Stock et al.,

2000). Of the 43 highest-scoring intermolecular residue pairs in

our covariation analysis, 36 were between the response regula-

tor and the DHp domain of the histidine kinase, and only 7 were

between the response regulator and the CA domain (Figure 1F).

This bias toward the DHp domain was even more pronounced at

higher score thresholds (Figure S1, see the Supplemental Data

available with this article online); all 33 of the intermolecular res-

idue pairs with scores greater than 0.36 involved residues of the

DHp domain of the kinase and the response regulator. These

analyses suggest that the DHp domain dictates the interaction

between a histidine kinase and its cognate substrate, as also

suggested by yeast two-hybrid and NMR studies (Ohta and

Newton, 2003; Tomomori et al., 1999).

No high-resolution crystal structure of a histidine kinase in

complex with a response regulator has been solved. However,

the structure of a histidine phosphotransferase, Spo0B, in com-

plex with a response regulator, Spo0F, is considered a reason-

able proxy (Zapf et al., 2000), as Spo0B forms a four-helix bundle

similar to the DHp domain in histidine kinases (Marina et al.,

2005). Figure 2A shows the putative specificity-determining res-

idues mapped onto the Spo0B:Spo0F crystal structure. Nearly

all of these residues are solvent exposed in the individual mole-

cules, but they are buried in the interface of the protein complex.

To quantify the enrichment for spatially close residue pairs, we

calculated the average distance between residue pairs as a func-

tion of score threshold (Figure 2B). For all possible residue pairs,

the average distance was �23 Å. By contrast, at a score thresh-

old of 0.35, there is clear enrichment for residues in close prox-

imity, with an average distance of 10 Å. In summary, the mutual

information analysis identifies a set of covarying residues that are

located at, or very near, the molecular interface of an HK-RR

complex. These high-scoring residues do not, however, corre-

late precisely with the contact residues in the Spo0B:Spo0F

cocrystal structure. Some contact residues do not show signifi-

cant covariation and vice versa (Figures 2C and 2D).

There are two apparent clusters of covarying residues in each

molecule (Figures 2A, 2C, and 2D). In the histidine kinase, one

cluster lies below the phosphotransfer active site, near the

base of the four-helix bundle, and the second lies just above

the active site histidine. In the response regulator, one cluster

lies within a helix 1, whereas the second lies within the loops con-

necting b strand 3 with a helix 3 and b strand 4 with a helix 4.
Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1045



Figure 2. Specificity-Determining Residues Map to the Interface of a Two-Component Signal Transduction Complex

(A) Structure of the histidine phosphotransferase Spo0B in complex with the response regulator (RR) Spo0F (PDB: 1F51). No HK-RR cocrystal structure has yet

been solved. However, Spo0B:Spo0F serves as a suitable proxy because the four-helix bundle of Spo0B is similar to that formed by the DHp domain of histidine

kinases. Residues with the highest intermolecular mutual information scores (>0.35) are shown by spacefilling. Spo0B is a dimer, but, for clarity, only one set of

residues is shown. Each molecule contains two regions of high-scoring residues; those in the histidine kinase are green and orange, and those in the response

regulator are red and yellow. Additional views are shown in Figure S1.

(B) Plot of average residue-residue distances as a function of covariation score for all pairs of positions from the multiple sequence alignment (see Figure 1B and

Supplemental Data) that include one site within the DHp domains of the kinase and one site within the response regulators.

(C) Primary sequence alignment of the histidine kinases EnvZ, RstB, and CpxA with the histidine phosphotransferase Spo0B. Residues showing the strongest

covariation with residues in the response regulator are highlighted in green and orange, as in (A).

(D) Primary sequence alignment of the response regulators Spo0F, OmpR, RstA, and CpxR. Residues showing the strongest covariation with residues in the

histidine kinase are highlighted in red and yellow, as in (A). Highly conserved residues are shaded in gray. Interprotein contact residues are marked by asterisks

below the sequence alignments; the approximate locations of secondary structure elements are also shown.
Analysis of Domain-Level Chimeric Histidine Kinases
To test whether the highest-scoring residues confer specificity to

the HK-RR interaction, we constructed a series of chimeric and

mutant histidine kinases. First, because our computational anal-

ysis demonstrated that nearly all of the significant interprotein

covariation involves the DHp domain of the histidine kinase, we

created chimeras in which the DHp domains of heterologous ki-

nases were fused to the CA domain of the Escherichia coli kinase

EnvZ. We fused the DHp domains of CC1181 (from Caulobacter
1046 Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
crescentus) and RstB (from E. coli) to the CA domain of E. coli

EnvZ (Figure 3). As these kinases are normally anchored in the in-

ner membrane, we removed their transmembrane regions and

purified soluble, cytoplasmic portions. The native kinases EnvZ,

CC1181, and RstB each show a strong kinetic preference in vitro

for phosphotransfer to their in vivo cognate substrate, OmpR,

CC1182, and RstA, respectively (Figure S3) (Skerker et al.,

2005). Both the CC1181-EnvZ and RstB-EnvZ chimeric histidine

kinases were capable of autophosphorylation, indicating that

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov


Figure 3. Specificity of Phosphotransfer Resides in the DHp Domain of a Histidine Kinase

(A) Schematic of a prototypical histidine kinase. Two transmembrane (TM) regions flank a periplasmic sensor domain, followed by the cytoplasmic portion

containing HAMP, DHp, and CA domains.

(B) Phosphotransfer specificity of domain-swapped chimeric histidine kinases. Each chimera was autophosphorylated and incubated alone or tested for

phosphotransfer to the response regulators OmpR, CC1182, and RstA at a 10 s time point. Schematics above each gel indicate the identity of each domain

in the chimera tested. For complete protein sequences, see Supplemental Data.
histidine kinases are, to some extent, modular. With respect to

phosphotransfer specificity, each chimera behaved according

to the identity of its DHp domain; the CC1181-EnvZ and RstB-

EnvZ chimeras were indistinguishable from native CC1181 and

RstB, respectively (Figure 3B). These chimeras included the

HAMP domains of CC1181 and RstB, a domain often found im-

mediately N-terminal to the DHp domain of histidine kinases

(Zhu and Inouye, 2004). To ensure that this domain was not con-

tributing to the change in specificity, we constructed a chimera of

CC1181 and EnvZ lacking the HAMP domain. This shorter

chimera, containing only the DHp domain of CC1181, was also

indistinguishable from native CC1181 and had a strong kinetic

preference for phosphotransfer to CC1182. These results indi-

cate that the phosphotransfer specificity of a histidine kinase is

dictated almost exclusively by its DHp domain, consistent with

the mutual information analysis.

Analysis of Subdomain Chimeric Histidine Kinases
Our covariation analysis identified a cluster of 7 residues below

the histidine active site of the DHp domain (Figure 2A). These res-

idues all lie within a region of the DHp domain that NMR studies

implicated in response regulator binding (Tomomori et al.,

1999). To test whether this cluster (colored orange in Figures

2A and 2C) is important for specificity, we made subdomain

chimeras in which only a short segment of the EnvZ DHp domain

was replaced with the corresponding sequence of five E. coli his-

tidine kinases, RstB, CpxA, PhoR, AtoS, and PhoQ, which share

varying levels of homology with EnvZ (Figures 4A and S2). The

transplanted segment included 7 of the putative specificity-de-

termining residues, located in the C-terminal portion of helix 1,

the N-terminal portion of helix 2, and the loop connecting these

helices. The chimeras retained high solubility and showed robust

autophosphorylation in vitro (Figures 4B–4F), consistent with nor-

mal folding and dimerization. The substrate specificity of each

chimeric kinase was assessed by comparing its phosphotransfer
activity toward OmpR (cognate substrate of EnvZ) and the new,

desired target: RstA, CpxR, PhoB, AtoC, or PhoP. In parallel,

we tested the phosphotransfer specificity of the wild-type cog-

nate kinases for these response regulators. Each wild-type histi-

dine kinase exclusively phosphorylated its cognate response

regulator (Figures 4B–4F). For example, EnvZ phosphotransfers

to OmpR, but not to RstA, whereas RstB phosphotransfers to

RstA, but not to OmpR. Strikingly, the subdomain chimera

Chim1, in which a short region of EnvZ was replaced with the

corresponding region of RstB, showed robust phosphorylation

of RstA and no detectable phosphorylation of OmpR. The pattern

of phosphotransfer for Chim1 was indistinguishable from that of

wild-type RstB, consistent with a complete switch in substrate

specificity (Figure 4B). Similarly, for each of the other four chi-

meras, Chim2–Chim5, we observed strong phosphorylation of

the new response regulator and no residual phosphorylation of

OmpR (Figures 4C–4F). These data indicate that the amino acids

at the base of the DHp domain, which includes 7 of the highest-

scoring residues from our computational analysis, are sufficient

to determine the phosphotransfer specificity of a histidine kinase.

To quantify the change in substrate specificity for the chi-

meras, we measured the initial rate of phosphotransfer, allowing

for estimation of kcat/KM (Fersht, 1985), from Chim1, Chim2,

EnvZ, RstB, and CpxA kinases to the OmpR, RstA, and CpxR re-

sponse regulators (Figures 4G–4K; Table 1). For a given histidine

kinase, the ratio of specificity constants (kcat/KM) for two different

response regulators is a measure of its kinetic preference for

transfer to one substrate over the other. Note, for cognate pairs,

the phosphotransfer reactions often reached more than 70% of

the maximal value within 10 s, our first time point. The initial rates

for cognate pairs are thus lower-bound estimates and are used

only to assess the order-of-magnitude change in substrate

specificity of mutant kinases. For wild-type EnvZ, we observed

a kinetic preference of �325-fold for phosphotransfer to its

cognate substrate OmpR relative to the noncognate RstA.
Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1047



Figure 4. The Base of the DHp Domain Dictates Phosphotransfer Specificity of Histidine Kinases

(A) Sequences of the DHp domain in the subdomain chimeras. A small region of the EnvZ DHp domain was replaced with the corresponding portion of five other

kinases indicated in parentheses. Amino acids that are mutated, relative to wild-type EnvZ, are indicated in bold. Colored bars indicate residues with high inter-

protein (HK-RR) covariation scores. For complete protein sequences, see Supplemental Data. A schematic of the histidine kinase domain structure and the sec-

ondary structure of the DHp domain are shown above the sequences.

(B–F) (B) Rewiring the phosphotransfer specificity of EnvZ to match that of RstB. Autophosphorylated histidine kinases were tested for phosphotransfer to RstA or

OmpR and, as a control, were incubated without regulator (indicated by a minus sign). The three gel images show the phosphotransfer behavior of (in order from

top to bottom) EnvZ, RstB, and the subdomain chimera Chim1. (C–F) Similar sets of gel images are shown for the rewiring of EnvZ to match the specificity of (C)

CpxA, (D) PhoR, (E) AtoS, and (F) PhoQ. Phosphotransfer reactions were incubated for (B and C) 10 s or (D–F) 5 min. Black arrowheads indicate the position of the

band corresponding to OmpR (top gel in each panel) or the alternative response regulator (RR) (bottom two gels in each panel).

(G–K) Kinetic analysis of the phosphotransfer specificity of (G) EnvZ, (H) RstB, (I) CpxA, (J) Chim1, and (K) Chim2. In each case, an autophosphorylated kinase,

indicated above each graph, was examined for phosphotransfer to OmpR, RstA, and CpxR at 0, 10, 30, 60, and 300 s. Normalized levels of phosphorylated re-

sponse regulator are plotted as percent maximal versus reaction time in seconds. Data points and error bars represent the mean and standard deviation (n = 3).

Representative gel images are shown in Figure S4. The slow decrease in phosphorylated response regulator after reaching a maximal value is due to hydrolysis

and the phosphatase activity of the kinase.

(L) Phosphotransfer profiles for Chim1 and Chim2 versus all 32 E. coli response regulators. Both chimeras phosphorylate only the intended target response reg-

ulator, indicated by black arrowheads.
1048 Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.



Conversely, wild-type RstB showed a preference of �2600-fold

for phosphotransfer to RstA over OmpR. The relative kinetic

preference of the two kinases is thus �8 3 105. In comparison,

the chimera Chim1 exhibited a �1400-fold preference for RstA

relative to OmpR. Hence, the total change in kinetic preference

between Chim1 and EnvZ is �5 3 105, a value comparable to

the difference between wild-type EnvZ and RstB (Table 1). Sim-

ilarly, we found that the ratio of kinetic preference for EnvZ and

CpxA (each with respect to OmpR and CpxR) is �2 3 105,

whereas the ratio for EnvZ and Chim2 is �5 3 105 (Table 1).

These data indicate that the subdomain chimeras have a nearly

complete switch in substrate specificity relative to EnvZ.

Next, to ensure that our designed chimeric proteins had been

rewired and were not simply promiscuous kinases, we used

phosphotransfer profiling, a method for examining the global

substrate preference of histidine kinases (Skerker et al., 2005).

The subdomain chimeras Chim1 and Chim2, as well as wild-

type EnvZ, CpxA, and RstB, were systematically tested for phos-

photransfer to each of the 32 E. coli response regulators. The

wild-type kinases specifically phosphorylate their cognate regu-

lators, to the exclusion of all other regulators (Figure S3) (Skerker

et al., 2005). In this assay, the chimeras Chim1 (EnvZ-RstB) and

Chim2 (EnvZ-CpxA) were specific, on a system-wide level, for

RstA and CpxR, respectively (Figure 4L). These comprehensive

profiles confirm that the chimeras are not promiscuous, but

specifically phosphorylate a single response regulator.

Rewiring Histidine Kinases In Vitro by Mutating
Specificity-Determining Residues
The chimeras described above include seven of the amino acids

predicted by our computational analysis to dictate phospho-

transfer specificity. We therefore sought to test whether mutating

only these residues would be sufficient to change the substrate

selectivity of EnvZ. For these experiments, we made mutations

in EnvZ in which putative specificity residues were replaced

with the corresponding residues from RstB (Figure 5A). Two of

the single mutants generated, EnvZ(L254Y) and EnvZ(A255R),

Table 1. Summary of Kinetic Preference for Wild-Type, Chimeric,

and Mutant Kinases

Histidine

Kinase

Kinetic

Preference:

RstA versus

OmpRa

Kinetic

Preference

Relative to

EnvZ

Kinetic

Preference:

CpxR versus

OmpRb

Kinetic

Preference

Relative to

EnvZ

EnvZ 0.0031 1 0.0013 1

RstB 2566 8 3 105 — —

Chim1 1408 5 3 105 — —

Mut4 206 7 3 104 — —

Mut5 94 3 3 104 — —

CpxA — — 296 2 3 105

Chim2 — — 690 5 3 105

a Specificity constants (kcat/KM) were measured for each kinase relative to

the response regulators RstA and OmpR. The kinetic preference value

reported is the ratio of these two constants.
b Specificity constants (kcat/KM) were measured for each kinase relative to

the response regulators CpxR and OmpR. The kinetic preference value

reported is the ratio of these two constants.
showed significant phosphorylation of both RstA and OmpR

(Figure 5B). The double mutant EnvZ(L254Y, A255R) preferen-

tially phosphorylated RstA, but it still retained some residual

activity toward OmpR. Subsequent inclusion of the mutation

T250V, however, eliminated the phosphorylation of OmpR but

maintained robust phosphotransfer to RstA (Figure 5B). Using

phosphotransfer profiling to examine system-wide specificity,

we verified that the mutant kinase EnvZ(T250V, L254Y, A255R)

exclusively phosphotransfers to RstA (data not shown). Finally,

we constructed a quadruple mutant, EnvZ(T250V, L254Y,

A255R, S269A), in which each of the putative specificity residues

in EnvZ had the identity of the corresponding position in RstB

(Figure 5A). This mutant also phosphorylated RstA, but not

OmpR (Figure 5B). These data indicate that changing as few as

three residues is sufficient to change the substrate preference

of EnvZ to that of RstB.

To quantify the change in substrate specificity for these vari-

ants, we measured approximate kcat/KM ratios for the triple

(Mut4: T250V, L254Y, A255R) and quadruple (Mut5: T250V,

L254Y, A255R, S269A) mutants (Figures 5C and 5D; Table 1).

Mut4 exhibited a �200-fold preference for RstA relative to

OmpR, whereas Mut5 had a �100-fold preference for RstA

over OmpR. These mutant kinases thus produce changes in

specificity, relative to wild-type EnvZ, of �7 3 104 and �3 3

104, respectively (Figures 5C–5F). As noted earlier, the ratio of

kinetic preference of EnvZ and RstB is �8 3 105. The point

mutants thus produce a nearly complete switch in specificity,

supporting the classification of amino acids identified in our

computational analysis as bona fide specificity-determining res-

idues. Interestingly, most of these residues lie on one face of

a helix 1 in the kinase DHp domain. In the Spo0B:Spo0F cocrys-

tal structure, these residues contact residues from a helix 1 of the

response regulator (Figures S1D and S1E). Taken together, our

data suggest that the docking of these two helices is a primary

means of interaction and substrate discrimination in two-com-

ponent systems.

We also replaced the predicted specificity residues of EnvZ

with the corresponding amino acids from CpxA, PhoR, AtoS,

and PhoQ (Figure S2). These mutant kinases showed only partial

changes in specificity (not shown), suggesting that the computa-

tional analysis missed one or more critical specificity-determining

residues. We reasoned that the additional residue(s) would be in

close proximity to the 7 identified specificity residues (those at the

base of the DHp domain), because the chimeras Chim2–Chim5

each showed a nearly complete switch in specificity (Figure 4).

Moreover, because our results showed that the C-terminal end

of helix 1 plays a key role in substrate discrimination, it seemed

plausible that residues in the loop adjacent to helix 1 might con-

tribute to specificity. Our computational analysis may have

missed a residue in this region because the loop sequences

were difficult to align. To test this hypothesis, we made mutations

in EnvZ that (i) changed the identity of the 7 specificity-determin-

ing residues identified above to match those found in another

kinase and (ii) replaced the loop connecting helices 1 and 2 to

also match that of another kinase (Figure 5G). We made five

‘‘MI+loop’’ mutants in attempting to switch the specificity of

EnvZ to that of RstB, CpxA, PhoR, AtoS, and PhoQ. In each

case, the mutant kinase showed robust phosphorylation of the
Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1049



Figure 5. Rewiring Two-Component Signal Transduction Pathways

(A) Sequences of point mutants constructed in which amino acids with high interprotein mutual information scores were mutated in EnvZ to match the corre-

sponding amino acid in RstB. Sequences shown correspond only to the DHp domain. Sites differing from the wild-type EnvZ are in bold. Colored bars indicate

residues with high interprotein mutual information scores.

(B) Phosphotransfer specificity of EnvZ, RstB, and Mut1–Mut5. In each case, the kinase was autophosphorylated and then incubated alone or examined for phos-

photransfer to RstA, OmpR, and CpxR after 10 s incubations.

(C and D) Kinetics of phosphotransfer for Mut4 and Mut5. Normalized RR�P levels are plotted as percent maximal versus reaction time in seconds. Data points

and error bars represent the mean and standard deviation (n = 3). Representative gel images are shown in Figure S4.

(E and F) Graphs showing the kinetic preference of wild-type EnvZ and RstB (see Figures 4G and 4H) are shown for comparison to Mut4 and Mut5.

(G) Sequences of the MI+loop (mutual information+loop) mutants. Amino acids that were mutated, relative to wild-type EnvZ, are indicated in bold.

(H–L) Colored bars indicate residues with high interprotein (HK-RR) covariation scores. MI+loop mutant kinases (MI+loop1–5) were tested for phosphotransfer to

OmpR and the new intended target: (H) RstA, (I) CpxR, (J) PhoB, (K) AtoC, or (L) PhoP. Black arrowheads indicate the position of the target response regulator

band within each gel. Experiments were performed exactly as in Figures 4B–4F and can be compared directly.
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intended target response regulator and no detectable phospho-

transfer to OmpR, indicating a nearly complete switch in sub-

strate specificity (Figures 5H–5L). For RstB and CpxA, we con-

firmed that the loop alone is insufficient to change substrate

specificity (not shown). These data suggest that the MI+loop

design strategy offers a general means by which to rewire

histidine kinase specificity.

Rewiring Histidine Kinase Specificity In Vivo
The specificity of phosphotransfer in two-component signaling

pathways relies predominantly on molecular recognition, and,

consequently, the substrate specificity of a histidine kinase

in vitro typically mirrors its specificity in vivo. We therefore ex-

pected that our strategy for rewiring a histidine kinase in vitro

would also lead to the redirection of information flow in vivo. To

test this prediction, we examined the ability of our EnvZ MI+loop

mutants to phosphorylate CpxR in vivo in E. coli by using the cpxP

promoter driving gfp as a reporter (Figure 6A). Transcription

from the cpxP promoter is stimulated by phosphorylated CpxR

(Danese and Silhavy, 1998). Each MI+loop mutant of envZ tested

was constructed in the context of a full-length envZ gene on

a plasmid and was transformed into strain AFS161. This strain

harbors a disruption of the chromosomal copy of cpxA; thus,

the expression of GFP depends on the ability of the plasmid-

borne kinase to phosphorylate CpxR. As seen in Figure 6B, the

CpxA MI+loop mutant led to significant expression of GFP, indi-

cating that this kinase could produce high levels of phosphory-

lated CpxR�P in vivo. By contrast, expression of wild-type

EnvZ or the PhoQ and PhoR MI+loop mutants produced levels

of GFP close to background. We also tested the ability of each

mutant kinase to phosphorylate PhoP, a response regulator

normally phosphorylated by the histidine kinase PhoQ. For these

experiments, we monitored expression of YFP driven by the

promoter of mgrB (Figure 6C), a gene directly activated by phos-

phorylated PhoP (Kato et al., 1999). In this case, the reporter

strain bears a deletion of phoQ; thus, phosphorylation of PhoP

depends on the plasmid-borne kinase. Only the PhoQ MI+loop

mutant led to high levels of YFP; the wild-type EnvZ and the other

MI+loop mutants produced only background levels of YFP

(Figure 6D). To ensure that the differences observed in these as-

says was not due to differences in expression level, we confirmed

by western blot that each mutant kinase was produced at levels

equal to or less than the wild-type EnvZ control, pEnvZ (data

not shown). Taken together, these reporter gene studies demon-

strate that our strategy for rewiring histidine kinase specificity is

effective in vivo and enables the rational redirection of phosphor-

ylation flow inside a living cell.

DISCUSSION

The specificity of two-component signaling pathways relies on

the intrinsic ability of a histidine kinase to discriminate its cognate

response regulator from all other possible substrates. Structural

and previous mutagenesis studies have not, however, been able

to elucidate the molecular basis of specificity in this protein-pro-

tein interaction. Here, we used an analysis of amino acid covari-

ation to guide the identification of specificity determinants in

two-component signal transduction pathways and to produce

a general method for rewiring the substrate selectivity of EnvZ,

both in vitro and in vivo. Given the high homology between

two-component signaling proteins, we anticipate that a similar,

rational rewiring of other histidine kinases will be possible by

using the design approach developed here. Two-component

proteins have been engineered and used in synthetic circuits

previously, but this work has been limited to fusions of heterolo-

gous ligand-binding domains to the entire cytoplasmic portion of

EnvZ (Levskaya et al., 2005; Utsumi et al., 1989). The ability to

now rewire the substrate selectivity of EnvZ, and other histidine

kinases, should significantly enhance their use in synthetic

signaling circuits.

Figure 6. Rewiring Histidine Kinase Speci-

ficity In Vivo

(A) Schematic of the reporter construct used to

assess CpxR phosphorylation in vivo. The gfp

gene is driven by a cpxP promoter, which depends

on CpxR�P for activation.

(B) GFP fluorescence normalized by OD600 for the

cpxP transcriptional reporter strain AFS161

(envZ� cpxA� PcpxP-gfp) containing the indicated

plasmids.

(C) Schematic of the reporter construct used to

assess PhoP phosphorylation in vivo. The yfp

gene is driven by a mgrB promoter, which de-

pends on PhoP�P for activation. The cfp gene is

driven by a constitutively active promoter and is

used for normalization.

(D) YFP:CFP fluorescence ratio of the mgrB tran-

scriptional reporter strain AFS237 (envZ� phoQ�

PmgrB-yfp PtetA-cfp) containing the indicated plas-

mids. In each case, the average of measurements

from three independent cultures is shown. Error

bars indicate standard deviations. The pEnvZ

and p(MI+loop) plasmids express full-length

versions of EnvZ and the chimeras (see Figure 5),

respectively.
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Protein-protein interactions are crucial to the operation of

nearly every cellular process, but our understanding of interac-

tion specificity remains limited. In particular, there are only

a few cases in which protein-protein interaction specificity is

understood to a level that allows for the rational reprogramming,

or engineering, of interaction specificity. There have been some

recent successes, such as the redesign of colicin-immunity pro-

tein interactions (Kortemme et al., 2004) and coiled-coil dimer-

ization (Havranek and Harbury, 2003), but these studies have

relied heavily on structural data. Our results demonstrate that

the analysis of amino acid covariation in large, multiple sequence

alignments can effectively guide the identification of specificity

determinants in protein-protein interactions, even those involved

in transient signaling events such as a kinase-substrate interac-

tion. Importantly, the analysis of amino acid covariation does not

require structural data, and in fact, provides complementary

information. For instance, the Spo0B:Spo0F structure clearly re-

vealed the molecular surfaces and amino acids in direct contact

during phosphotransfer, but the covariation analysis presented

here was necessary to pinpoint the subset of contact residues

that dictate specificity. The covariation analysis was particularly

valuable because no high-resolution structure of a histidine ki-

nase in complex with a response regulator has yet been solved;

Spo0B is a histidine phosphotransferase and is considered to be

a suitable proxy for histidine kinases, but may not be suitable for

structure-based redesign efforts. As sequence databases con-

tinue their rapid expansion, covariation analyses should become

increasingly useful for mapping the specificity determinants of

other protein-protein interactions. Analyses of coevolution

should also significantly aid efforts to design or engineer protein

specificity, either as a complement to other computational ap-

proaches or by focusing the region of interest for mutagenesis

or directed evolution (Bloom et al., 2005; Kortemme and Baker,

2004). Our analysis of HK-RR covariation leveraged the fact that

cognate pairs are often encoded in the same operon. The use of

covariation analysis in eukaryotes will likely depend on protein-

protein interaction data for paralogous protein families of inter-

est, such as that generated recently for human bZIP transcription

factors and PDZ-peptide interactions (Newman and Keating,

2003; Stiffler et al., 2007).

Our covariation analyses identified two primary clusters of

amino acids in histidine kinases that covary with amino acids

in response regulators. These clusters are located above and be-

low the active site histidine (colored green and orange, respec-

tively, in Figure 2A). Based on previous NMR studies (Tomomori

et al., 1999), we focused on the amino acids below the histidine

and demonstrated that these residues are crucial determinants

of a histidine kinase’s substrate specificity. The small cluster of

residues above the histidine thus does not appear to play a signif-

icant role in substrate specificity. These amino acids may have

been spuriously identified, as amino acid covariation can result

from common ancestry rather than functional constraint. The

elimination of sequences with greater than 90% identity in our

analyses helps to minimize, but does not eliminate, the con-

founding effects of phylogeny. A number of approaches have

recently been developed to further minimize the influence of

common ancestry. Application of one such approach (Dunn

et al., 2008) to the multiple sequence alignments used here did
1052 Cell 133, 1043–1054, June 13, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
not substantially change the top-scoring amino acids, although,

notably, two amino acids (L230 and A231 in EnvZ) in the cluster

above the active site histidine were eliminated (data not shown).

Most of the amino acids showing strong covariation between

histidine kinases and response regulators are located at or

near the presumed molecular interface formed during phospho-

transfer. There is not, however, a perfect correlation between the

covarying and interfacial residues. It is only a subset of interfacial

residues, mostly at the C-terminal end of a helix 1, that play the

dominant role in determining substrate selectivity. Changing the

specificity of EnvZ to match that of RstB was achieved by mutat-

ing only the specificity residues within this helix. Changing the

specificity of EnvZ to match that of other kinases, however,

also required swapping the loop between a helices 1 and 2 (Fig-

ure 5). As noted earlier, residues within the loop are difficult to

align and hence more refractory to covariation analysis. In this

respect, structures of histidine kinases provided useful, comple-

mentary insight to the covariation analysis. A similar combination

of approaches will likely be helpful in reprogramming other

protein-protein interactions.

Finally, the identification of specificity determinants in two-

component signaling proteins may also shed light on the sys-

tem-level properties and evolution of paralogous signal trans-

duction families. The exquisite substrate selectivity exhibited

by histidine kinases suggests that they have been selected

during evolution both for recognition of their cognate substrates

and against recognition of noncognate substrates. Evidence for

a similar balance of selective forces shaping the specificity of

paralogous gene families has also recently been reported for

PDZ-peptide and SH3-peptide interactions in eukaryotes (Stiffler

et al., 2007; Zarrinpar et al., 2003). For two-component signal

transduction systems, the identification of specificity-determin-

ing residues will facilitate study of the selective forces that influ-

ence the evolution of these signaling proteins. This understand-

ing, in turn, may help to reveal how cells coordinate multiple,

paralogous signaling pathways to maintain information flow

while preventing unwanted crosstalk.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Computational Analyses

Putative, cognate two-component proteins were identified in sequenced

bacterial genomes by selecting adjacent genes predicted to encode a histidine

kinase (HK) and a response regulator (RR), by using custom PERL scripts. For

histidine kinases, the sensor and transmembrane domains were eliminated,

and, for response regulators, the output domains were removed. This proce-

dure retained the dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain

as well as the catalytic and ATP-binding (CA) domain of the histidine kinases

and the receiver domains (RDs) of the response regulators. For each cognate

HK-RR pair, the DHp, CA, and RD domains were concatenated into a single

sequence and aligned with PCMA (Pei et al., 2003) with some manual adjust-

ment (see Supplemental Data). Analysis of mutual information was performed

by using published software (Fodor and Aldrich, 2004). Columns in the align-

ment containing more than 10% gaps were eliminated from consideration.

We also ensured that no two sequences in the alignment had greater than

90% identity to one another. This latter step helped to minimize the detection

of amino acids that covary due to phylogenetic relationships rather than

functional relationships.

Specificity-determining residues were mapped onto the Spo0B:Spo0F crys-

tal structure (PDB: 1F51) by using PyMOL (DeLano, 2002). The asymmetric unit

contains four Spo0B and four Spo0F molecules. For clarity, only the four-helix
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bundle of one Spo0B dimer in complex with one Spo0F molecule is shown in

Figure 2. Distances between residues were measured as the shortest distance

between any nonhydrogen atoms.

Cloning and Protein Purification

Cloning and protein purification were performed as described previously

(Skerker et al., 2005); additional details are available in Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures.

Phosphorylation and Phosphotransfer Assays

In vitro analyses of phosphorylation and phosphotransfer were performed as

previously described (Skerker et al., 2005). Briefly, histidine kinases in 10

mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2 mM

DTT, 5 mM MgCl2 were autophosphorylated with 500 mM ATP and 0.5 mCi/ml

[g32P]-ATP (from a stock at �6000 Ci/mmol, Amersham Biosciences), and

then subsequently incubated with a response regulator. Kinase and regulator

were present at 2.5 mM each. Reactions were incubated at room temperature,

and products were then separated by 10% SDS-PAGE, exposed to a phosphor

screen, and quantified by using a Typhoon 9400 Scanner (GE Healthcare) with

ImageQuant 5.2. For analysis of phosphotransfer kinetics, autophosphory-

lated kinases were purified by ultrafiltration before incubation with response

regulators. Initial rates were determined by measuring the rate of phosphory-

lation of a kinase’s cognate substrate between 0 and 10 s and of noncognate

substrates between 0 and 300 s.

In Vivo Analysis of Specificity Mutations

pEnvZ (Hsing and Silhavy, 1997) contains full-length envZ under control of

the lac promoter. Plasmids expressing three of the chimeras, p(MI+loop2),

p(MI+loop3), and p(MI+loop5), were constructed by replacing the EnvZ DHp

domain in pEnvZ with the corresponding chimeric sequences by using the re-

striction sites NdeI and RsrII. pEB5, an envZ-deleted version of pEnvZ, was

used as a control (Batchelor and Goulian, 2003). CpxR-regulated transcription

was measured with strain AFS161, an MG1655 derivative (Blattner et al., 1997)

that contains a chromosomal copy of gfp under control of the cpxP promoter:

MG1655 DenvZ::cat cpxA::kan DlacIZYA::FRT attl::[PcpxP-gfp]. PhoP-regu-

lated transcription was measured with strain AFS237, an envZ� phoQ� version

of TIM177 (Miyashiro and Goulian, 2007) that contains the mgrB promoter driv-

ing yfp and a constitutive tetA promoter driving cfp: MG1655 DenvZ::cat

DphoQ::FRT DlacZYA::FRT attl::[PmgrB-yfp] attHK::[PtetA-cfp]. Strains were

grown in minimal A medium (Miller, 1992) containing 0.2% glycerol, 50 mg/ml

ampicillin, and 3 or 10 mM IPTG for AFS161- or AFS237-derived strains, re-

spectively. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:1000 into fresh media and grown

at 37�C with aeration to an OD600 of 0.1–0.2. GFP fluorescence of AFS161 cul-

tures was measured with a spectrofluorometer (Batchelor et al., 2005). YFP

fluorescence of AFS237 cultures was measured by fluorescence microscopy

and was normalized by CFP fluorescence (Miyashiro and Goulian, 2007). For

each culture, the average YFP:CFP fluorescence ratio was computed for

�150 cells.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, four fig-

ures, complete sequences of the histidine kinase constructs used, and multi-

ple sequence alignments and are available at http://www.cell.com/cgi/

content/full/133/6/1043/DC1/.
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